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Carla O’Connor Workshop
By Dan Podgurski

The Carla O’Connor workshop began Monday morning with Carla issuing a
warning to the participants
that they will be exhausted
and that they need to be
prepared to work. Truer
words were never spoken.
The mornings started right
off with drawing sessions in
which the model changed
poses every 15 seconds.
Using a large newsprint
sketch pad, the exercise was to quickly complete gesture
drawings. This served as a warm-up. In that short of a
period of time, the gesture drawing needed to concentrate
on the body. Key was to capture the energy and dynamics
of the pose. Carla suggested starting with the torso and
then move on to the legs and arms. The head should be
last. There is a tendency to spend way too much time on
the head.
Carla stressed looking for basic shapes; circles, squares, and
rectangles. She then moved to the “set up” phase. Look
for open lines and close in to form shapes. This starts the
composition of the painting. With this basic blocked-in
information, go back and fill in with more “detail” as is
required to convey the message. Using the elements and
principles of design, perform a self-critique. Eventually the
list will become ingrained as you repeat the exercise.

Carla acknowledged that the “fear factor” holds people
back from starting a painting. A method that she recommends to get past that initial paralysis is to coat a sheet of
watercolor paper with a gold metallic gesso, Daniel Smith
Acrylic Gesso. Not only does it get a base color down, but
the watercolor and gouache paints lift easily off the surface.
This allows for any corrections that need to be made.
During the final day of the workshop, Carla showed a technique for fixing the “dog”. Using newsprint, make a drawing such as a figure that will cover the dog painting. Cut
the figure out. Then further cut the drawing into nice
smaller shapes leaving spaces between the shapes. Using a
matte medium, collage the various shapes to the dog painting. When dry, coat the surface of the newsprint shapes
with more matte medium. This will help preserve the
newsprint and will also add texture. Finally paint over the
newsprint shapes with watercolor or gouache.

•Elements of design: Shape, size, line, texture, direction,
color, and value.
•Principles of design: Balance with shapes, harmony, gradation, variation, contrast, dominance, and unity.

By the end of the workshop, everybody was exhausted as
Carla promised, but they were excited to go back to their
studios and apply what they learned.
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Stephen Quiller Workshop
Water Media and Color
By Jane Hogg
Stephen Quiller
has been painting
for 40 years,
every day, and
studying
color
and watermedia.
He travels the
world
doing
workshops, but
limits them so he
can paint.
He
loves to paint
outside in late
spring, summer
and early fall,
and then moves
indoors as it
cools. He works in watercolor plein air and water
media inside, painting on an easel.
Stephen has written many books, starting with
“Color Choices” in 1989, and designed The Quiller
Color Wheel in the early 1980s, based on 200
years of color theory. He tweaked it for artists,
locating colors on the wheel so you can find true
compliments. The Quiller Palette is set up the
same way. The outside ring of the wheel shows
pure hues. Inside colors are semi-neutrals. The
closer to the center of the wheel you go, the more
neutral with the center color being a pure neutral
(gray). He only shows colors that are light fast.
His “Color Choice” book shows colors that
needed to be revised on the color wheel due to
report on them being fugitive (do not stay true in
their color). On his palette, look for “V” notches
for the primary colors, “¸” for secondary colors.
His 12-color palette is a spectral palette – no
neutral colors. He doesn’t use burnt sienna, raw
sienna, etc. He just works in pure color and mixes
his semi-neutrals and neutrals.
Stephen works closely with Jack Richeson and
they produce a line of paint, brushes and paper.
Quiller watercolor paint is from Belgium,
produced by a company that has been in business
for 160 years; is hand made, stone ground, and
has honey added. Quiller’s line of watercolor
paper has external and internal gelatin sizing
which allows paint to be lifted easily. His water
media synthetic brushes are also great for lifting
straight lines. Sable brushes are too soft to lift well
and lifting wears them out. Lift when there is a
dull sheen on the paper – you can lift even
staining colors at this stage and it gives you a soft

edge vs. a hard edge. You can find all of the
Quiller art supplies at the Quiller Gallery on line
store: http://www.quillergallery.com.
The workshop shared Stephen’s knowledge and
techniques. We worked with value, intensity,
combining value and intensity in compositions,
color theory, color based on a complimentary mix
of colors, triads, granulating colors, staining colors,
and color choices. He did demos to illustrate the
above topics and showed the amazing results you
can get by limiting your palette, manipulating
composition with a full range of values, inside the
intensity scale. This taught us not to use color as a
crutch. By mixing your own neutrals with the
complimentary colors you are using in your
painting you will have better color continuity in
your painting, and by using neutrals and semineutrals to surround your pure hues, or vice versa,
you can make your colors sing. Stephen likes
pockets of color surrounded by a dark area or line
– closed points of color – to create interest in an
area. He also likes to use 300 lb. rough paper
because it does not wrinkle and he likes the skips
that occur when applying paint.

We also learned about how to use acrylics,
gouache and casein as water media.
The advantages of acrylics are:
•Most luminous medium—brilliant.
•Most versatile — its binders make it very flexible
after it dries — handles expansion and contraction
of paper and canvas. Binds well to any non oily
surface and remains flexible.
•Most permanent medium.
•Flexible – you can work light to dark,
transparently which allows you to put multiple
glazes on the paper to get depth of flow – most
transparent medium we have.
Acrylic is harder to clean up if you get it on things
(floors, clothes, etc.). When Stephen travels he
uses freezer paper for his palette. You can wet
your paper before you start painting and charge
your paint in. Work the paint until the paper
dries. Then you can rewet your paper and
continue and you won’t be able to tell you ever
stopped and restarted. Acrylic when you work

transparently dries just like you put it down, not
lighter. When you work with acrylic opaquely it
dries darker. Acrylic feels different on the brush –
feels plastic. Other than that it is just like
watercolor. Once it dries you can’t go back and
soften edges. For large pieces of 140 lb. paper
Stephen builds stretcher frames with supports – he
first soaks the paper and then stretches it on the
frame, staples it and lets it dry. Stephen doesn’t
use fluid acrylics – he likes tube acrylics – he can
thin tube paint more easily than fluid acrylics. A
retarder medium is made that can be used with
acrylics to slow the drying time.

(complimentary) or to capture atmospheric
feeling, warm dappled light, misty blue, or late
afternoon violet. He uses Crescent watercolor
board 5114 – acid free. The 114 watercolor board
is not acid free. Rough board is 5115 for acid free
or 115 for not acid free.
A gem of wisdom: “Don’t touch the paper until
you know what you want to do. See the stroke
before you put your brush on the paper!”
Stephen also stressed the importance of learning
to negative paint – it trains you to see more
abstractly and makes you more aware of spatial
relationships in your composition.
Gouache vs. Casein: you can lift gouache any
time. Gouache is chalky while casein has a more
velvety matte finish. Casein comes in larger tubes
and is juicier.
Ramon Shiva developed casein and sold the
formula to Blick. When it didn’t sell like they had
hoped they sold it to Richeson. Quiller and
Richeson have refined the pigments and they are
now the only company producing casein.

Expanding on ways you can apply acrylic:
Stephen uses this technique in his studio in winter.
He can use transparent veils of paint so the paper
reflects through the paint. Opaque is where you
come in with paint thick enough to cause the light
to bounce directly off the surface of the paint.
The reflections are different so you can play with
the two applications using one next to the other.
Stephen also uses a cloudy veil – translucent –
adds white to the paint – gives you a transition
back to transparent. He can also scrape wet paint
back to the dry underlayment color. Opaque
paint dries darker too.

LOOK WHO’S
JOINED THE
CREW
Sarah Bracco
12602 Cedar
Leawood, KS 66209
913-345-9597
sarabracco@gmail.com
Juliana Comer
1 Oak Meadows
Sikeston, MO 63801
573-471-0604
gmcjbc@charter.net
Betty Donahoe
830 DeMun Ave. #202
St. Louis, MO 63105
314-863-2888
jimmd@sbcglobal.net
Cindy Harte
2954 W. Springview
Imperial, MO 63052
314-220-3052
harte8@charter.net
Karen Harrington
11204 Big River Dr.
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367
318-347-6541
rkharrington1@aol.com

Stephen’s final demo was Acrylic and Casein -Upper Rat Creek Road reference from 9/29/10.
His goal:
vivid transparent acrylic with
underlying pattern. He pushed the luminosity of
acrylic washes on watercolor board with Casein
washes on top to play the visual qualities (paper
reflections vs. matte finish paint reflections) off
each other.

Stephen likes working on watercolor board
because of the way light bounces off the surface.
The smoother the paper the better the light
bounces off. He also tones the paper before he
starts – can use grays or can choose a
predominant color family (analogous) or the
opposite color for predominant color family
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You can use photos and sketches to capture scenes
that won’t wait and notes on what inspired you.
Stephen works from sketches – it is the way you
put yourself in the painting – how you get your
mark on the scene – your signature.
The workshop was amazing and truly opened the
door to experimentation with water media.

Fan Yang
4501 Lindell Blvd. 8DE
St. Louis, MO 63108
314-546-3208
fujin96@hotmail.com

COLOR
WHEEL
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BIG SPLASH

2012

Crystal Goldkamp Presents
“Focus on Plein Air”
By Mary Ellen Maender

This year’s Big Splash is
our 15th annual member awards exhibit, to
be held at the St. Peters
Cultural Arts Centre, 1
St. Peters Center Blvd.
(at City Hall), St. Peters, MO. We will be
exhibiting in the public
areas and holding our
opening reception in
Room B.
Kathleen Bromm is
chairing the event and
needs volunteers to
help with receiving,
hanging and retrieval.
Please call Sandy Baker,
314-821-3309, or Betty
Concannon, 314-4344242, to volunteer to
help with this event. All
volunteers will receive a
coupon entitling you to
one free entry at any of
our shows ($7 value).
Receiving will be Tuesday, August 14th, 10
a.m. to 7 p.m., with the
Opening Reception on
Sunday, August 19th, 1
p.m. to 3 p.m., and
retrieval on Tuesday,
October 9th, 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. All sales will be
handled directly with
the artists so title cards
will have artists’ phone
numbers.

15th
ANN

UAL

!!!

Painting plein air is not always easy. Crystal
will always try to find a spot in the shade
and be sheltered from the wind. When
painting in direct sunlight, the intense light
can blind you and therefore, you may not
use enough color. Crystal also tests her color
on a piece of watercolor scrap paper that she
keeps handy. Before she puts brush to paper
she works out how light or how dark she
wants her color to be.
Crystal won 2nd and 3rd place in the watercolor category at this year’s 10th Anniversary
Augusta Plein Air Event that was held in
April. She brought along with her the collection of the paintings she did during the 10
day event.

Crystal Goldkamp lives in Defiance, Missouri.
She had always wanted to paint but found it
difficult to get inspired to begin. Ten years
ago she heard about the Augusta Plein Air Art
Event and decided to join in. She has been
painting ever since. Crystal gets her inspiration from the way nature’s light affects
things. This excites her. Crystal keeps lots of
reference photos. She sketches a lot, but
keeps things simple when out in the field – a
simple pallet and very few items.
When out painting and looking for subject
matter she tries to decide what is special
about the view, the trees, the light, the reflections, etc. When considering a landscape she
focuses on the light, and then she works on
her board.
The painting she did for us at the May membership meeting was of fishermen. When out
doing plein air she uses a view finder to help
her focus in on what she wants to record.
Crystal also carries an 11” x 14” mat board
with her to competitions so she can pop her
painting into a mat and frame it to make the
painting appear totally finished for the judging.
Crystal uses a fine line mechanical pencil for
her sketching and will draw around the inside
of the mat opening onto her paper so that
when she is finished she knows that the painting will fit the mat.
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SELF HELP PAINTERS FALL SESSION
Join the Self Help Painters group this fall. Paint with others and trade tips and techniques
on Wednesday evenings from 7-9 pm at Lindbergh High School, 5000 Lindbergh Blvd.,
St. Louis (Room 57). The group will meet for 10 sessions from September 5th to November 14th. The Saint Louis Watercolor Society will sponsor the group, so attendance
is free. For more information contact Dave Anderson at 314-544-1774.

SHOW YOUR
ARTWORK:
CJ Muggs is a themed
exhibition,
changed
quarterly, no entry fee
or commission. There is
space for about 30
paintings. Please contact
Barbara Martin Smith to
participate at 314-9616047.
Up Close & Personal; Jul.
17/18, 2012--Oct. 16/17,
2012
Secret Painting Places;
Oct. 16/17, 2012– Jan.
15/16, 2013:

The

Ultimate

Quest,

Jan. 15/16—Apr. 16/17,
2013.

The Showboat, at the
Foundry Art Centre in
St. Charles, is a rented
space, 40” x 60”, two
months
for
$20.
Paintings are matted,
not framed, and are
sold by the Foundry
personnel. There is a
35% commission. Call
Maggie McCarthy, 636724-5968, to reserve
your space.

SLWS 2013 DUES
ARE DUE
OCT. 1, 2012
You should be receiving
a dues invoice by email
if you have email
or a hard copy if not
by September 1, 2012.

Don’t even think about it!

Please remit your dues
of $30
payable to Saint Louis
Watercolor Society
and mail to:
Linda Hammelman,
16 Kennerly Manor Dr.,
St. Louis, MO 63128.

CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS
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Deadline for the
next issue is
Oct. 2, 2012.
Please send your
articles, kudos, and ads
to Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com

The 2012 SLWS sponsored workshops are:
Carol Carter, October 5—7 (filled—wait list)
To register for the workshops please go to our website: www.stlws.org, click on the
Workshops link and download a registration form. All registrations must be mailed to Saint
Louis Watercolor Society, P. O. Box 158, Fenton, MO 63026.
Carol Jessen is offering a workshop in Boothbay Harbor, Maine, September 10—14. For
more information or to register, contact Carol at 314-968-5567 or caroljessen@yahoo.com.

Around Our Town KUDOS!
Sandy Baker’s watercolor art was part of event at Schon, #30 The Boulevard, April 22nd, a
benefit for Sunnyhill.

To place an
advertisement in

The Cold Press Paper,
contact Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com
5” X 6”
5” X 3”
2½” X 3
1½” X 1½”

$75
$45
$25
$15

Copyright ©2012 by
The
Saint
Louis
Watercolor Society.
The publishers reserve
the right to limit the
number, size, and
content of advertising.

VOLUNTEER
AT A SHOW
Help at one of our
shows with receiving,
hanging, or retrieving
and you will receive a
coupon entitling you
to one free entry at
any of our shows ($7
value). Plus, it is a fun
way to see all of the
entries
and
meet
your fellow artists.
Getting involved is
rewarding!

Bob McClellan had his painting “Last Hurrah” accepted in the Watercolor U.S.A. 2012, the
51st annual national, competitive exhibition of aqueous media painting, in Springfield, MO
from June 8th to August 5th.
Alicia Farris, Miriam Krone and Shirley Nachtrieb are three of seven members of the
Missouri Artisans Association/Best of Missouri Hands who have been selected to have their
work displayed at the Missouri Governor’s Mansion. This newly installed display is part of a
partnership titled, “Best of Missouri Hands at The Mansion.” The display will be up for a year.
Presence, a focus on the human element, work that visually included people in any way either
through portraiture, crowd scene, or though shadow or form, showed at Framations Custom
Framing & Art Gallery in St. Charles, May 25 – June 28th, featuring work by our members
Judy Brown, Gloria Henderson, and Linda Wilmes.
Eugene O'Hara’s had a one-man show of his watercolors at the Arnold Recreation Center in
Arnold, MO, Highway 141 & Astraway, the month of June.
June 9th thru July 9th Garland Wines, 11 S. Old Orchard, presented Art of the Vine by Linda
J. Green-Metzler, watercolor impressions of wine country painted en plein air.
A video of several artists painting to the Chamber Music Festival piece that was filmed at the Sheldon in
rehearsal on June 20th. The artists' paintings were displayed at two of the performances featuring the
composer's work on June 22 and 23rd, and also featured musical artists from New York, Boston and local
members of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. Watch for SLWS members Marilynne Bradley,
Elizabeth Concannon, Linda Green/Metzler, Jo McCredie and Maggie Zografakis on the video
viewable on line at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M445mNsNpu0&feature=share
Harry Richman’s one-man show of 35 of his watercolors is being exhibited at the Landmarks
Association of St. Louis galleries, 911 Washington Avenue, from June 22 throughout the
summer of 2012.

Congratulations to you all !

SLWS MEMBER’S DONATIONS
APPRECIATED IN

HAITI

SLWS member Jim Shelton delivered about 40 pounds of SLWS
members donated art supplies to Father Tijwa of Immaculate
Conception in Milot for his art programs, taking the best, most usable
items (paints, brushes, paper, palettes) and still has more to take on a
future trip (he had a baggage/weight issue). Father Tijwa was overwhelmed and thanks the membership for their donation of supplies at
a SLWS meeting.
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Membership Invitation
We invite you to join us as a member of the Saint Louis Watercolor Society. Dues are $30 for the calendar year
October through September. You may join at any time but dues are not prorated. Please complete this form and
return it with a check in the amount of $30.00, made payable to Saint Louis Watercolor Society, PO Box 158, Fenton
MO 63026.
Name to appear in directory: ___________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________
Phone (include area code) ______________________________________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________
Web site: _____________________________________________________________________
Please indicate your preferences for Volunteer Work


Exhibits
Newsletter
Workshops

Hospitality
Programs

Publicity
SLWS Board

Saint Louis Watercolor Society 2012 Fall Retreat
Dana Brown Overnight Center Shaw Nature Reserve
Have you ever wanted to get away with fellow artists to share ideas,
materials and some beautiful scenery? This is your opportunity.
The Dana Brown Overnight Center is a cluster of historic buildings.
The Assembly Building is a large post and beam building with an open area
downstairs where we can set up tables for painting. Large windows and a wrap around porch provide excellent views of
peak fall color.
In addition to the Assembly Hall, we also have rented a sleeping lodge. This building has smaller rooms and bunk
beds with mattresses. There is a half bath shared by all. The shower house has modern showers, dressing stalls and
restrooms. Buildings are heated/air conditioned and are handicapped accessible.
Arrival: Tuesday, November 13, 2 p.m.
Departure: Friday, November 16, before 2 p.m.
Cost will be divided by the number of participants. It should run approximately $75 to $85 (+/-) plus the cost of
shared food. You will also be asked to work on a team to plan and provide food for one or two meals. A $75 deposit is
required to hold a reservation.

Registration For SLWS Fall Retreat, November 13-16, 2012
Name
Address

Street

City

E-mail

State
Phone

Enclosed is my check for $75 made payable to the Saint Louis Watercolor Society.
Include a list of your food allergies/special needs or considerations.
Please send registration form and payment to:
Diana Leszez
1113 Winter Lake Drive
Fenton, MO 63026

Zip
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PO Box 158
Fenton, MO 63026

COMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG SPLASH
IS COMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG
SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMING !
BIG SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMINGCOMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG
SPLASH IS COMING ! BIG SPLASH IS COMING ! B

Dates & Times 2012—2013
Meetings are held at the
First Congregational Church of Webster Groves
on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from
7:00 to 9:00 PM
on the 3rd Tuesday of the month
from September thru May (except Dec).
We are now meeting in Memorial Hall,
a larger space on the first floor at the
south end of the building.
Parking is available in the front lot off S. Elm Ave.
and the rear lot off S. Gore Ave.
In case of inclement weather conditions,
please listen to KMOX
and check your email for cancellations
of any meetings or activities.

SAINT LOUIS WATERCOLOR SOCIETY BLOG
Get all the latest postings to our blog via email. Just go
to our blog: http://stlws.blogspot.com/, click on the
“Subscribe to the Saint Louis Watercolor Society Blog by
Email” link in the upper right hand column. You will
then see a FeedBurner Email Subscription Request box to
enter your email address in and a request to type the text
shown in a second box before clicking the Complete Subscription Request button. It’s easy!

• Aug. 14, 10 a.m.—7 p.m., receiving for Big Splash at
St. Peters Cultural Arts Centre.
• Aug. 19, 1—3 p.m., Opening Reception for Big Splash
at St. Peters Cultural Arts Centre.
Sept. 18, 7 p.m., membership meeting, Carolyn Owen
Summers — Art Internship at Petrified Forest
• Oct. 5-7, Carol Carter Workshop, Maria Center.
• Oct. 9, 10 a.m.—7 p.m., retrieval of Big Splash at St.
Peters Cultural Arts Centre.
Oct. 16, 7 p.m., membership meeting, Jackie
Weatherly — painting on silk.
Oct. 16, 9-10 p.m. & Oct. 17, 9-10 a.m., retrieval of Up
Close & Personal & receiving for Secret Painting Places.
Nov. 20, 7 p.m., membership meeting, Elizabeth
Concannon — Inserting Textures into Your Watercolor
Painting.
• Dec. 11, 7-9 p.m. —SLWS Holiday Party at CJ Muggs.
Jan. 15, 9-10 p.m. & Jan. 16, 9-10 a.m., retrieval of
Secret Painting Places & receiving for The Ultimate Quest.

